Bill, the Pitbull
Too cool for school. Never found without his shades at the entrance of Civic Center BART

Chelsea, the Aussie-Shep Mix
Squinty-eyed and waiting for kisses outside 12th St BART station
Felix, the French Bulldog
Being sassy in the Ashby BART parking lot

Mission, the Chihuahua
Can be found nestled in the pot of plants outside Montgomery BART
Poppy, the Pitbull
Trusty companion and watchdog
Being loyal and little hungry on the warm bricks outside Embarcadero BART

Randy, the Mutt
A speckled and sleepy best friend on the stone benches outside Macarthur BART
Max, the Chow-Chow mix  
Being sweet and cuddly on  
The curb near Powell St BART

Theo, the French Bulldog  
Anxious to tackle you with hugs near 24th St BART
Dogs: “man’s best friend”. Fluffy, loving creatures always ready to kiss your face and spread their happiness. There are an estimated 100,000+ dogs in the United States currently trained and used in therapy because of their ability to slow heart rates and relax people in their presence. When a human is around a dog, their oxytocin and dopamine levels naturally increase, lowering risk of heart attack and other health hazards. When commuting through your busy days, it’s never a bad idea to stop and pet a dog. Luckily, the local dogs of the Bay Area have been repeatedly spotted around specific BART stations. Some of these dogs are the companions of street dwellers, who will tell you about the irreplaceable and unique bond that they have with their best friend and how having a dog has enriched their lives. If you’re ready to make a new friend and brighten your day, it’s time to acquaint yourself with these Dogs of BART. Stop and take a moment. These friendly, tail-waggers are waiting to meet you!